Anomalous binding characteristics of human thyroxine binding globulin due to a dilution-dependent separation artefact.
Contrary to the accepted view, a recent study using Sephadex column separation suggested that thyroxine binding globulin (TBG) binds T4 and T3 with similar affinity, but with a much larger capacity for T4 than T3. We have evaluated this finding by comparing this separation method with equilibrium dialysis, taking account of the effect of serum dilution with each method. Estimates of free T4 fraction by equilibrium dialysis (with magnesium chloride precipitation) were valid over a wide range of serum dilutions. In contrast, Sephadex column separation gave a major overestimate of free hormone (underestimate of binding) in less diluted serum, indicating that this method cannot be used to establish a value for T4 affinity independent of serum dilution. Such a systematic error will result in a greater underestimate of affinity for the ligand with higher affinity when two ligands are compared at a single serum dilution. By equilibrium dialysis at 37 degrees C, the affinity of T4 for TBG was approximately 13-fold higher than that of T3, while the capacity of TBG for both T4 and T3 was close to the concentration of immunoreactive TBG. The previous report of similar T4 and T3 affinities appears to be due to a dilution-dependent underestimate of T4 affinity inherent in Sephadex column separation. Direct comparison of binding kinetics of various ligands requires a separation method that is valid over a wide range of binding protein concentrations.